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Ammo Can Solar Power Supply

by bennelson

For this project, I'd like to show you how to build a
portable solar power supply in an ammo can!

This is a great project to learn about the basics of
electronics, batteries, and renewable energy. The
finished project can charge a phone or tablet, light up
a camp-site, and provide for whatever other small
electric needs you have. 

This is ideal for emergencies, camping, or any off-the-
grid getaway. 

Whether you call it a solar generator, a camping go-
box, or anything else, you'll love having an Ammo
Can Solar Power Supply!

For a quick video overview of the project, please see:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NIzIR_Lbkw 

For the full-length, step-by-step, instructional video,
please watch at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2cLMk3nD3Y 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NIzIR_Lbkw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2cLMk3nD3Y
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1. Accessories fit in the storage compartment

Step 1: Materials and Tools
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This project is essentially a battery inside a sturdy
box with a handle. I choose an 50 caliber plastic
ammo can, as I've found them to be very handy as
tool boxes and storage containers. Ammo cans stack
nicely, carry easily, and have a weathertight gasket
seal.

In the past, many of my projects made use of "Unique
Parts" (such as bulletproof glass pulled out of a
dumpster!) In this case, I wanted to made use of as
many "off-the-shelf" parts as possible. For one thing,
it makes it very easy for OTHER people to also make
their version of the same project. 

In this case, I happened to purchase most of the
components from a major online retailer. If you'd like
to do the same, I've provided links to the items I used.
I've also added approximate prices for those
materials at the time of this writing.

For this project, we will need: 

Ammo Can, 50 cal.
I really like the MTM brand. Nice boxes, made in the
U.S.A. Available in multiple colors. Black and green
are both classic, but you might want high visibility
orange if you intend to use this as emergency
equipment. http://amzn.to/2FI8lFw 

Sealed Lead Acid Battery, 15AH capacity. I
specifically chose a particular physical size, as it fits
perfectly inside the MTM Ammo can. It's also a
relatively small battery, which keeps the project
weight to right around only ten pounds. I used a
"Mighty Max" brand battery. http://amzn.to/2FBmroN 

20A Solar Charge Controller I found a nice one which
has some good safety features, low-voltage
disconnect, and also includes a pair of USB ports

built in. http://amzn.to/2FAJyjo 

Four In One Socket Panel This is a device typically
sold for trucks to add a 12V cigarette lighter outlet,
USB ports, a voltmeter, and a switch to turn it all on
and off. They are available in several shapes sizes
and colors. http://amzn.to/2FHxCj4 

Banana Jacks These are used as universal electrical
inputs and outputs on the project. This project uses
two pairs, but since I knew I'm be using more in the
future, I bought a box of 10. http://amzn.to/2FMDK9I 

12 AWG stranded wire in both black and red (From
local hardware store) 

Crimp on electrical terminals, spade and 1/4" ring
terminal 

Silicone adhesive or hot glue 

Industrial type hook and loop fastener (Velcro) http://a
mzn.to/2FMDK9I 

Wire Nuts or Wago (Brand) Lever Lock Nuts. http://a
mzn.to/2FBj15k 

Fuse Holder and Fuse. http://amzn.to/2FMLmJp 

6-32 and 8-32 nuts, bolts, and washers 

The project also features "accessory items" that
simply plug in to the Solar Ammo Can to make it as
useful as possible. To start with, we will want to be
able to charge the battery. 

Solar Panel - I already happened to own a solar panel
perfect for this project, a 15 watt PV Solar panel. Any
12V nominal solar panel of about 10 to 20 watts is

perfect for this project. Here's one which looks
affordable, and it about the right size and style for the
project. http://amzn.to/2DlkpHw 

DC Power Adapter (Wall Charger) Any DC wall
power adapter of higher than 12V (13.2, 14.4, 18) and
one amp will work fine. I already had a 18V 1.3A
power adapter handy. Here's a similar adapter. http://
amzn.to/2FMUrBS 
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The other items I packed into the ammo can were for
lighting and AC power. 

USB Gooseneck Light These small USB lights work
great. They are very simple and durable. Fantastic for
camping. http://amzn.to/2GhvQTy 

100 Watt AC Power Inverter. This device converts
DC power to AC power so that you can run typical
household devices from a battery. A 100 watt version
is very compact and inexpensive. I already had one,
which I used for this project. Here is a similar version.
http://amzn.to/2FBjGDQ 

For this project, we'll need some pretty straight-
forward shop and electric tools:
Tape measure / Ruler
Pencil
Drill and drill bits (alternatively, access to a laser
cutter)
Wire strippers
Wire crimper
Screw driver
Nut-drivers or sockets to fit 6-32 and 8-32 hardware
Optional: Access to a CNC Vinyl-Cutter to make a
graphic.

Now that we have our tools and materials, let's get to
work! 

1. Solar panel connects here.
2. Battery Connects here.
3. Loads connect here. Loads are what is being powered by the battery,
such as lights. The charge controller also acts as a low-voltage
disconnect. If a load runs the battery to too low of a voltage, the controller
disconnects the load to protect the battery.
4. 3 amp USB ports!

1. This "4-in-1" panel features a 12V power port, 2 USB outlets, a volt-
meter, and a power switch.

1 2 3

4

1
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1. This 12V 15AH SLA battery fits PERFECT inside the ammo can! 1. I only recently learned about this style of connector, but now I love
them! These act as wire nuts, but you can independently add and remove
individual wires. Great for prototyping or adding a wire you forgot!
2. The brand name is WAGO. Looks them up. Neat products.

1. "Banana Jacks" are handy. Not only can you plug right into them, but they
also have a drilled hole to use with bare wires.

1

1 2
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Step 2: Laying Out Components

I set the battery inside the ammo can, and arranged it
approximately in the middle. This helps with balance,
so the finished project doesn't feel off-center when
you pick it up. 

There is empty space on both sides of the battery. On
the one side, that space will be taken up by the wiring
from the back of the various electrical connections.
The other side will be reserved as storage space so
that we can include lights and the power inverter in
the project. 

All the switches, outlets, and connections will be
INSIDE the ammo can. The ammo can is already
designed to be weather-proof and includes an o-ring
or gasket. Some people have designed similar
projects where they drill holes through the sides and
top of the ammo can. To me, it seems a shame to put
holes into something that's already designed to be
weather-proof!

Instead, we will design an internal faceplate which
will go over the top of the battery and mount all the
components together.

The area inside the ammo can, covering the battery
and the one open side, comes to approximately 6
inches by 8 inches. I drew that rectangle out onto a
piece of paper, and then started to arrange my main
components. I wanted to include the Solar Charge
Controller, the 4-in-1 Socket Panel, and two pairs of
banana jacks on this panel. I arranged the

components so that the Solar Charge Controller
would be directly over the top of the battery, and the
other components were to the side of it.
With the components in place, I could trace them and
their mounting holes.

After I did that, I did the same on a piece of
cardboard. Cardboard is nice because it's
inexpensive and quick and easy to work with. It
makes a good temporary mock-up. (I call this CAD -
Cardboard Aided Design.)
I cut the holes in the cardboard and temporarily
installed the components to make sure that they
would lay out well and sit inside the box over the
battery as I would expect. 

On a typical home workshop project, this is the point
where I would lay my paper template over a piece of
wood or plastic and drill the holes and cut out the
shape. In this case, I realized that other people might
want to duplicate my project, and that having a
DIGITAL version of my layout could be useful.

I took the individual components and placed them in a
computer scanner. I scanned in the components, and
then brought them in to Vector editing software. (I
happened to use Adobe Illustrator, but any vector
software will work.)
Inside the vector software, I could draw the shape of
my faceplate and precisely locate the holes that
would be needed to mount the components. 

1. To make a panel to mount the components to, I measured the ammo
can, drew a rectangle to match, and then traced out components on that
paper.

1. Heavy cardboard is great for testing projects. In this case I could
actually mount my components right in the cardboard.
2. When making a layout, also make sure to check hole diameters. One
way to do that is to put a drill bit through the hole. When you find the right
size, just look at the drill bit for the measurement.
3. When making a layout, also make sure to check hole diameters. One
way to do that is to put a drill bit through the hole. When you find the right
size, just look at the drill bit for the measurement.

1

1
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size, just look at the drill bit for the measurement.

1. The gray parts are bitmap scans of the actual components. I brought
them in to Vector illustration software so that I could then move them as
desired and make sure mounting holes were lined up and the right
diameter.

Step 3: Cutting the Panel

If you just have access to common shop tools, lay
your paper template over a thin piece of wood, metal,
or plastic and tape or glue it down in place. (Thin
plastic cutting boards are commonly used as source
materials for projects like this.) 

Next, drill holes as needed for mounting down the
components. (I mostly used 3/16ths inch holes)
The holes for the cigarette plug style connections in
the 4-in-1 Socket will require a 1&1/8th inch spade
drill bit, or better yet, the same size Forstner bit.

On the other hand, if you have access to a laser-
cutter, load the vector file you created into the laser-
cutter computer. Make sure to adjust settings as
needed for whichever material you are using. It's
always a good idea to make a test cut on some
inexpensive disposable material.

I added some text I wanted engraved with the laser-
cutter, but forgot to set it to a lower power than the cut
lines. Instead of engraving, the lettering was cut right
through! Oops! Good thing that was just on a test
piece of cardboard. After correcting the power setting,
we cut a faceplate panel from a piece of 1/8th inch
thick plywood.

It looked very nice, with clean cut lines, and easy to
read engraving.

Included in this step is an Adobe Illustrator file and a
DXF file, if you would like to laser-cut this same
component.

A big thank you to our friends at Brown Dog Gadgets
for their assistance with laser-cutting! 

1
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1. Laser-cut faceplate. All the components will mount to this board. 1. Laser-cutting the panel.
I'm fortunate enough to have a friend whose business has a laser-cutter.
Try checking to see if you have a "Hackerspace" or "Makerspace" near
you! They often have laser-cutters, 3D printers, and other neat-o
equipment.

1. Testing the cut on a piece of cardboard, we forgot to change the setting for
text to be engraved instead of cut. Burned right through it!

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/FEQ/AEHD/JDUKLVZJ/FEQAEHDJDUKLVZJ.ai…
Download

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/F4C/3YPX/JDUKLXKB/F4C3YPXJDUKLXKB.dxf…
Download

1 1
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Step 4: Assembly

Assembly onto the faceplate is relatively straight
forward.

Use the 8-32 hardware to mount the 4-in-1 Panel.
Next, push the individual components (switch, USB
plugs, etc) through the large holes and then secure
them by rotating the rings on the back.

The banana jacks are pushed into the plate and then
a backer goes on, which is held in place by washers
and a nut.

I recommend NOT mounting down the the Solar
Charge Controller right away. Because the wiring has
to come up through the faceplate to get to the Solar
Charge Controller, it's difficult to get the wires to the
screw down terminals. It's easier to wire the Solar
Charge Controller, and THEN mount it down to the
faceplate.

At this point, you now have the components
assembled to the faceplate. Flip the faceplate over
and wire up the project. 

1. These four components are all held in place with a ring threaded on the
back.

1
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Step 5: Wiring

The Solar Charge Controller is rated for up to 20
amps of current. As such, we want to use wire and
connectors rated for 20A as well. That means using
12 AWG wire. Crimp on terminals that work with 12
gauge are usually color-coded yellow.

BATTERY CONNECTION
Our 15AH lead-acid battery has 1/4" spade terminals
on it, so we will crimp on a female spade terminal
onto the end of the fuse holder. The other end of the
fuse holder is stripped and inserted in to the Battery +
connection on the Solar Charge Controller. We will
use a black wire with a female spade to connect the
battery's negative terminal to the screw down terminal
on the Solar Charge Controller marked Battery -.

SOLAR CONNECTION
For the banana jack marked "Solar IN" we will crimp
on a ring terminal onto the end of a wire. Cut that wire
to length to reach the Solar Charge Controller. A red
wire will go from the red banana jack to the SCC

(Solar Charge Controller) screw down terminal
marked SOLAR IN +. Likewise, a black wire with a
ring terminal to the SOLAR IN -.

LOADS CONNECTION
Wiring the loads is a little more complicated. Besides
the 4-in-1 Socket panel, we also have the additional
banana jack as a secondary 12V output. Each
electrical device needs to connect their positive with a
red wire to the LOAD + on the SCC and every
negative has to go to the LOAD -.
Since we have multiple connections, but only one
screw each on the Solar Charge Controller, we will
need to combine wires by twisting them together with
a wire nut. Alternatively, I recently found a connector
made by a company called WAGO. They have a
Lever-Lock Nut. This device allows multiple wires to
combine together, sort of like a mini bus bar. Each
conductor locks in place by a spring-loaded lever.
These lever lock nuts are rated for up to 20 amps, are
reusable, and make it easy to add or remove wires.

I crimped a female spade connector onto a black wire
for all the load negatives. The opposite ends were
stripped and then combined together in a Wago nut.
That nut also connected to the LOAD - on the charge
controller.

The positive side was slightly more complicated. I
wanted the banana jack always on, but the items in
the 4-in-1 Socket Panel to be switched on and off. To
accomplish that, I ran the positve red wire from the
solar charge controller LOAD + to a ring terminal on
the positive of the banana jack AND to the middle
conductor on the switch of the 4-in-1. 

Next, I made red wires with spade terminals to
connect to the positives of the remaining connector
(switched output) on the switch and the other items of
the 4-in-1 Socket Panel.
That provides power always on to the Banana Jack,
and power to the 4-in-1 only when the switch is on.

Once everything is wired, the Battery + and - wires
can be plugged into the battery, and the system can
be tested out. 

1. Industrial Velcro sticks everything down in place! 1. All the negative connections come together and then connect to the
LOAD - on the Solar Charge Controller.
2. 20A Fuse + to battery
3. Negative to battery.

1

1 2
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3. Negative to battery.
4. IN from Solar
5. Feeding 12V+ power to the switched components of the 4-in-1 socket
panel.

1. All of the switched 12V+ 1. Main fuse goes between the solar charge controller and the
battery on the positive connection.

1
1
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Step 6: Battery and Panel Mounting

One of the goals of the project was to not drill or cut
holes in the ammo can.

So, then how do we mount the components inside the
ammo can? What keeps them from shaking loose
and sliding around?

The battery really already fit very snug. To secure it, I
placed a few dabs of silicon glue (caulk) in both the
bottom and the sides of the ammo can. I then placed
the battery back down in the ammo can and let the
glue dry.

The faceplate with all the electrical components
mounts right over the top of the battery. I held it in
place with industrial strength Velcro brand hook and
loop fastener. To allow for the space taken up by the
battery terminals on the top of the battery, I added a
small wood spacer, glued that directly to the top of
the battery, and velcro'd the faceplate on there. 

Using Velcro securely holds the faceplate, while still
allowing for easy removal to access the wiring. You

would need to do this to replace the main fuse, for
example. Also, if the project is going to be put in
storage for a while, you would want to completely
disconnect the battery. Always store batteries
charged and NEVER with anything attached,
including a battery charger which is not actively
charging.

As a finishing touch, I created a graphic on my vinyl-
cutter using a stencil font and applied it to the ammo
can.

(I added two versions of the "SOLAR AMMO CAN"
cutter file. One is specific to the Silhouette Cameo
format, and has multiple stickers. The other is a
generic .DXF file, which you should be able to import
into any CNC cutter program. I've found that
sometimes with that format, the objects aren't the
right size on import. If that's an issue group all the
elements and proportionally scale them so that the
outside rectangular box is 8 inches wide.) 

1. Negative connection to battery.
2. Velcro on top of battery.
3. Velcro holds panel down on top of battery.

1
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https://www.instructables.comhttps://cdn.instructables.com/ORIG/FRK/DRP9/JQ2OAW1M/FRKDRP9JQ2OAW1M.dxf

1. Applying a custom vinyl graphic.

https://cdn.instructables.com/static/3dviewer/index.html?svf=https://cdn.instructables.com/forge-derivs/FRKDRP9JQ2OAW1M/58fe9f9a-3882-5a7a-bc67-

6c9671d3c9a5_f2d/primaryGraphics.f2d

https://www.instructables.com/ORIG/FKR/ZQ7R/JQ2OAQ2P/FKRZQ7RJQ2OAQ2P.studio3…
Download
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Step 7: Solar Charging

This system is designed to be charged by a solar
panel
What size solar panel do we need, and how long will
it take to charge?

A "12V" solar panel is actually one which is designed
to charge a 12V battery. To do so, it needs to produce
voltage HIGHER than that of the battery. Common
solar panels used to charge 12V batteries are often
about 18V

Every solar panel will have a sticker on the back
listing its maximum voltage and maximum current.
The one I have is rated at about 18 volts and 1 amp
max current.

The battery is rated at 15AH (am-hours.) If it was
completely depleted and I had a 1 amp solar panel, it
would take 15 hours of full sunlight to recharge.
However, we never want to completely drain a
battery. It's pretty common practice to discharge a
12V lead-acid battery to no more than HALF.
In that case, we would need to replace 7 or 8 AH and
if we were using a solar panel producing 1A, it would
take 7 or 8 hours. I'm intending to primarily use the
Solar Ammo Can while out camping during the
summer - the time of year when the days are extra

long, and the battery would get plenty of charge.

For this project, a solar panel with a 1 amp output will
be sufficient, and a 2 amp output would be even
better.
Here's a video review of a small solar panel
appropriate for this project: https://tinyurl.com/ybp3qy
z3 

So, how do we charge the battery at night or in cloudy
weather?
You will notice that there is NO AC input on the
project. To charge from AC grid power, we will still
use the SOLAR IN connection.
A DC power supply converts the AC to DC and the
Solar Charge Controller will properly control the
charging of the battery. The DC Power Supply (wall
wort!) simply needs to provide voltage higher than
that of the battery. There are some power supplies
which specifically output 13.2V or 14.4 volts
specifically for 12V charging. Anything in that range
on up to the maximum the Solar Charge Controller is
rated for will work fine. (A laptop power supply would
work great!)
I'm using an 18V 1.3A DC power supply for grid-
charging the Solar Ammo Can. 

1. A 15 watt solar panel I already had, perfect for this project! 1. Every solar panel will have some technical specifications on the back.
For 12V solar charging, look for a panel that outputs MORE than 12V.
In this case, the current rating is most applicable to battery charging.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_l83dOERwsA

1 1
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1. This icon flashes to indicate that the battery is being charged by the
solar panel.

1. 15 watt solar panel.

1

1
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Step 8: Using the Solar Ammo Can

In use, the Solar Ammo Can is super-handy!

I open the lid and have the small gooseneck LED
light ready in the USB.
The 12V DC LED bulb is extremely bright. The cord
on it is long enough to throw the bulb up over a tree-
branch. The hanging bulb will light up a whole camp
site!

The AC Power Inverter works great too. I don't need it
that often, but it's nice to have. It works well with long
strings of LED lights which are designed to work on
AC - they are low current, but still require AC, so they
are a nice match with a small inverter. I have a string
of AC LED lights on my back porch. Each bulb is only
one watt, and there's a dozen bulbs in the string.
Total power is 12 watts. The ammo can can power
my back porch in a blackout. Alternatively, this style
of lights is great for lighting up an area at a camp-
ground, or even for interior lighting in a blackout!

The USB jacks work great for charging phones and
tablets. Keep in mind that some USB jacks are only
good for 1 amp or less. All the USB connections on
this project are at least 2.1A - so tablets and other

power hungry devices can charge at full speed!

Having all the accessories pack INSIDE the box
works really well. If they didn't I'm sure they'd all get
lost!
The only thing which DOESN'T fit inside the ammo
can is the solar panel itself. I have found a folding
solar panel which could fit inside a 50 cal. ammo can
and I have some ideas for a future version where
even the solar panel fits inside!

Lastly, there's more than one way to make a project
like this. People have used tool-boxes, built custom
wood cases, used very large batteries, added wheels,
and have done almost every other variation you can
think of.

For me, I wanted something portable, which looked
nice, and could power communications and lighting. I
think it's accomplished that goal just fine!

Now, it's time for YOU to make one! Show us what
you come up with! 

1. This 12VDC LED light bulb is rated at 800 lumens, and draws less than
one amp.

1
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1. Charging my smart phone from the Solar Ammo Can.

1. The Solar Ammo Can is powering all these lights on my back porch
through the 100 watt AC inverter.

1. These AC powered LED bulbs are 1 watt each. I like the "old-time"
style of them as much as their energy efficiency.

1. The gooseneck lamp is great for a small area light, so that even
in the dark, I can see to plug in the inverter and plug in my back
porch lights.
2. All light in this photo is powered straight off the Solar Ammo Can.

1. Plug-in portable 100 watt AC Power Inverter.
Inverter stashes away in the storage area.

1

1

1

1

2
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1. AC inverter running lights on my back porch.

Step 9: Disconnecting When Not in Use

One thing that can be somewhat strange about
battery chargers is that they can DRAIN the battery! 

Many battery chargers, if left connected to the battery,
but NOT powered up, can drain a battery. That can
include a solar charge controller like the one used in
this project. For example, the charge controller has a
display. Simply powering display that takes energy
from the battery.

When NOT using the Solar Ammo Can, you can
simply pull the main 12+ positive connection from the

battery. Alternatively, you can pull the 12V fuse.

If you would prefer, you can also wire the project
slightly different so that the switch in the Quad-Socket
acts as a disconnect switch between the battery and
the solar charge controller. Remember to flip the
switch to ON when trying to CHARGE the battery as
well!
Please see the image for the alternate wiring
diagram. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YKRa9m4N7M

1
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I showed this project to my 10-year-old son, I bought the supplies and he was able to put it all
together over the weekend! Great Job, awesome, simple and very useful project!

Outstanding project very detailed instruction I built mine to power my CPAP machine at night. I
made a few modifications to your original design but in general it is a duplicate. This was a great
way to introduce me to alternate energy! I am planning on building a larger unit for blackout
conditions to keep essentials running. Again THANK YOU! for a great instructional video and for
taking me to new solar projects!

Glad you liked it! Folks have made all sorts of similar projects, and it's easy to modify to whatever
your requirements are.

Ben, great job. You inspired me to build my own. One thing, your link to the Solar Charge
Controller on Amazon is directed to the battery for the second time. 
Again, great job!

Thanks for the catch on the faulty link. I corrected it.

Very well made design. Thanks for sharing. I wrote a tip but will repeat it here just in case you miss
it. There does not seem to be an overall
electrical diagram. It looks like the fuse is connected between the charger and
the Battery. However you definitely need a fuse between the Battery and the 12
VDCout. After all that's where you will be plugging in and out most of the time
and where a short can occur.

JohnC you seem to know quite a bit about this kind of stuff. Do you know how I would go about
using the solar panels and the charge controller to run led lights directly? Meaning that the led's
would only be on when the panel was getting enough energy to power them. These charge
controllers do not seem to even turn on unless a battery is connected. I'd like to do without the
battery because I want the light to shut off when it's dark.

You need a Voltage Controlled Switch to do what you describe.

Missouri Wind And Solar has the switch and the exact setup you ask about.

Thanks Dr. Bill. I just took a look and I don't see anything called Voltage Controlled Switch on their
products though.

The control unit as he calls it is the switch.

There are 3 videos here http://mwands.com/store/suntaqe-180-pure-sine

Here is the system they have that has a Voltage Controlled Switch. Have ah look.

http://mwands.com/store/suntaqe-inverter-charger

The control unit as he calls it is the switch.

it is very simple. The solar panel (SP) is self limiting, i.e. it can only put out just so many amps and
then the voltage goes down. for what u need u don't need a charge controller (CC). check the
specs of the panel in this 'ible. it says the max voltage at peak power is 17.5 Volts and current at
peak power is 0.86 Amps. I dont know what kind of LEDs ure going to use, however I will give u an
example. Generally White LEDs need about 3 Volts. so 17.5/3=6 LEDs in series, and depending
on the rating of the LED's they will give plenty of light with about 100mA. if ure just trying to
decorate the yard then even 20 mA will do. so anyway, 0.86/0.1 = approx. 9 LED's in parallel. so
9x6=54 LEDs in one shot with the above example of the SP that he is using. just connect up and
use them. What I cannot understand is that u want to use them when there is sunlight. what do u
want to do with the LED lighting?

I'm working on building solar skylights for my house. I'd like to build some LED panels on the
ceiling that mimic a skylight in how they behave.
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Charge controllers use the battery for their operational power, so probably aren't the solution you're
looking for. In fact, You will most likely damage a charge controller if you hook it to your solar panel
without first connecting it to a battery.

sorry, but even this long instruction I gave is flawed because the strings have a limiting resistor so
it needs 12 Volts so you will need a SP that puts out either 12 V at 2 amps or 24V at 1 Amp. in fact
some of the strings using 3528 LEDs will light up with 12V at 2 Amps so u can try that without any
soldering required. just plug and play.

sorry perhaps I did not make this clear... no need for the CC or the battery in this situation with
LED's

I don't know how good you are at soldering. You can make this using the popular strings of LEDs
which come in lengths of 1 meter or 5 meters. the LEDs are connected in sets of 3 in series, so u
will have to cut two strings of 9 sets; i.e. two groups of 9 sets of 3 in parallel. then solder the strings
in series. i.e. each set of three in one string must be soldered to the corresponding set in the
second group. that's a lot of soldering. you would have to do this with any other sets of LEDs. Use
#28 AWG wire. it is thin enough to do the soldering comfortably. Remember you will also need to
strip the ends before soldering. so it does become a BIG job but as my grandmother used to say,
patience is a virtue. Unfortunately I am not that virtuous...

All of the 12V DC out is run through the solar charge controller, which is connected to the battery
through the main fuse. This also allows the solar charge controller to DISCONNECT a load to
prevent it from running the battery too low.

Ok Thanks. I also just looked at your schematic of the charge controller and noticed that the load is
fed thru the CC. So it looks like the fuse is connected in the right place.

I kinda have this power supply but mine is a little bigger~

It's the Luggage Cart 1 (LC-1) with a salvaged car battery and a 20 watt panel.

I got ta tell ya I would rather drag your Ammo Can Solar camping than the LC-1 or the GC-1.

Great project and a VERY good job on the video. Even the mistake of plugging the wires of the
solar panel in wrong was GREAT because it demonstrated the safety features of the solar charger
module. If I needed a solar-charged power supply, this the one I would build! This would be great
for campers to keep their electronic devices charged and provide plenty of power for lights and
perhaps even a 12V CPAP machine.

Neat project! I just ordered two ammo cans from eBay about two weeks ago. two(2) Fat 50 (SAW)
Ammo Can Box Used Empty - Very good condition US military Planning on making a rocket stove
with one and something electronics project related with the other. Now I have some inspiration as
this can be coupled with a radio kit with the right solar panels or use the radio with the solar panels
disconnected (have to see what the charge controller adds for noise). Since someone asked the
question above, I was thinking using with Lithium INR batteries or salvaged laptop Lithium
batteries.
Thanks!

So how long would the supply run with no panel connected - say at night ?
So how long would it take to charge the 15AH battery from your panel?
How much current can you draw at 12V with the solar panel connected, and not use the battery ?

Great instructable!y

Could this be used with a bigger solar panel and bigger battery for a campervan application?
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Thanks!

Absolutely! For this project, it used a relatively small battery just to be able to make a portable
system.
To scale up this project, use a larger battery, more powerful inverter, and larger solar panel.

I am SOOO glad you posted this! Thank you. My little utility trailer was rear-ended. The cost of a
new one-- if you can find it -- is $600 delivered. After a lot of research, I found that I could repair
what I have for about the same price, and make it better! I am going to improve the lighting on it
and equip it with a solar rechargable battery so if it ever has to be parked by itself, I can have
flashing LED lights on it; maybe keep another kid (who is busy texting while driving) from ramming
it again. Your article answers some questions that I had about charge regulation. Yes, I was going
to use an ammo can for the works. Also another one for emergency tools. I can mount the solar
panels on the fenders. When I'm done, maybe I should post it here. Thanks again!

Nice video and project, thank you

if the panel can supply just about 1 amp, then the 20 amp fuse will not be useful between the
charger and the battery, because the charger can only supply maybe a max of about 1.2 Amps. the
Battery going to the load can supply a very high current so that's where the fuse should be located.
I don't know where you put the fuse so ... just adding my 2 bits here.

Everything connects through the solar charge controller. There's a 20 amp fuse between the
charge controller and the battery. The loads also connect to the charge controller, NOT directly to
the battery.
Between the 20A amp fuse and the internal features of the solar charge controller, everything is
protected.

Very nice project. I would recommend also having Anderson Power Pole output. That is a standard
for Amateur Radio.

Power Poles are also handy connectors. I've used many of the high-current versions for electric
vehicle projects. Use whatever connector works best for the equipment you will plug in!

Very nicely done. Even I could follow this, I think.

Hi - nice write up. Im looking for a way to runa little solar powered 12v battery to pump grey water
for our lawn from shower etc - I wont need all the usb plugs etc, will the controller battery and panel
work to maintain the battery? Id like to also add a time to pump for 1 hour twice a week - can the
controller do this as well?

Awesome, I have my own solar ammo can that I made a long time ago. But I'm thinking about to
remade to similar your own design.

Awesome, its a perfect survival kit, really love it :D

Perfect! Excellent project, excellent video, excellent descriptions at every step! Bravo!

Paul in Germany

Nice!

I really like it. very descriptive, making a useful tool

this looks cool!

Very slick looking! And some really fancy laser cutting as well. Nice work!
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